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SEMIGROUPS AND LANGUAGES OF DOT-DEPTH TWO 

Howard STRAUBING* 

Department of Computer Science, Boston College, Chestnut Hill, MA 02167, U.S.A. 

Abstract. This paper is a contribution to the problem of effectively determining the dot-depth of 

a star-free language, a problem concerning forma1 languages that has close connections to 

semigroup theory and mathematical logic. I conjecture an effective criterion, based on the syntactic 

monoid of the language, for determining whether a given language has dot-depth two, and prove 

the conjecture in the case of languages over an alphabet of two letters. The condition is formulated 

in terms of a novel use of categories in semigroup theory, recently developed by Tilson. 

1. The dot-depth hierarchy 

This paper presumes that the reader is familiar with the theory of the syntactic 

monoid of a recognizable language. For the fundamentals of this theory, as well as 

definitions of all terms not defined here, see [6] or [ll]. 

Let A be a finite alphabet. The star-free languages over A are those subsets of 

A* (the free monoid on A) that can be obtained, starting from the letters of A, by 

applying the boolean operations and concatenation. More precisely, the star-free 

languages over A constitute the smallest family F of languages such that 

(i) {a} E F for all a E A; 

(ii) A* - L, Lu L’, LL’E F for all L, L’E F. 

The star-free languages thus form a subfamily of the family of regular, or recogniz- 

able, languages over A. It is sometimes convenient to consider the family of star-free 

languages in At (the free semigroup on A); this consists of the star-free languages 

in A* that do not contain the empty word 1. According to a theorem of Schtitzenber- 

ger [19], a language L in A* is star-free if and only if its syntactic monoid M(L) 

is finite and aperiodic-that is, M(L) contains no nontrivial groups. (The analogous 

result holds for the star-free languages in A+: Lc_ A+ is star-free if and only if its 

syntactic semigroup S(L) is finite and aperiodic.) 

The dot-depth hierarchy, introduced by Cohen and Brzozowski [2] (see also [6, 

Chapter IX]), is a hierarchy of families of languages whose union is the family of 

star-free languages. The position that a language occupies in this hierarchy can be 

viewed as a measure of its complexity. For reasons that will be explained below, 

this hierarchy is defined for languages in A’ rather than A*. Let A+B, be the family 

consisting of the finite and cofinite subsets of A+. For ka 0, let A’B,,, be the 

boolean closure of the family of languages of the form L, . . . L,, ra 1, where 

Li E A+B, for i = 1,. . . , r. L E A+ is star-free if and only if L E A+B, for some k 2 0. 

The dot-depth of L is the smallest such k. 
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For the most part I will be considering a closely related hierarchy, this one in 

A*. Let A” V, = (0, A*}. For k 2 0, let A* V,,, be the boolean closure of the family 

of languages of the form &,a, &a,. . . L,, r 3 0, where Li E A* V, for i = 0,. . . , r and 

a,EAfori=l,... , r. The following list of facts summarizes the important properties 

of the two hierarchies that have so far appeared in the literature. 

(1.1) The hierarchy is strict. If IAl > 1 then both hierarchies are infinite; that is, 

A+B, s AI‘B,,, and A* V, s A* V,,, for k 2 0 (see [3, 22, 301). 

(1.2) The hierarchy is algebraically determined. Each Bk is a +-variety of languages 

[6, Chapter IX]. That is, for each k 30 there exists a pseudovariety Bk of finite 

semigroups such that, for any L E A+, L E A+B, if and only if S(L) E Bk. Similarly, 

each V, is a * -variety of languages: for each k 2 0 there is a pseudovariety V, of 

finite monoids such that for Lc A *, LE A*V, if and only if M(L) E V, [23], [26]. 

The corresponding statement for the syntactic monoids of members of A+B, is false; 

this is why the B-hierarchy is defined in terms of the syntactic semigroup rather 

than the syntactic monoid. 

(1.3) Low levels of the V-hierarchy. The pseudovariety V, consists of the trivial 

monoid alone. The pseudovariety V, consists of all finite monoids having one- 

element J-classes. Such a monoid is said to be J-trivial [20, 251. 

(1.4) Low levels of the B-hierarchy. The pseudovariety B, consists of the finite 

nilpotent semigroups. The pseudovariety B, consists of all finite semigroups S that 

satisfy the following condition [9]: There exists an n > 0 such that, for all e, f; s, t, 

u, v E S with e and f idempotent, 

(esft)“esfve( ufve)” = (esft)“e( ufue)“. 

Furthermore, if k k 1, each Bk is equal to the product variety V, *D, where D is 

the pseudovariety of definite semigroups. (In particular, V, consists of all the 

monoids in Bk). From this standpoint, the V-hierarchy appears to be the more 

fundamental of the two, although, when defined in terms of languages, the B- 

hierarchy is somewhat simpler. It follows from this that if ks2 and there is an 

algorithm for determining whether a given finite monoid belongs to V,, then there 

exists an algorithm for determining whether a given finite semigroup belongs to Bk 

r231. 
(1.5) Connection with formal logic. It was shown by Biichi [5] that a language is 

recognizable if and only if it can be described by a sentence in a certain second-order 

logical language (the weak monadic second-order theory of linear order). The logical 

language has first-order variables, which denote positions in a word; second-order 

variables, which denote sets of positions; binary predicates “=” and “<” (so that 

“x < y” is interpreted as “position x is to the left of position y”); a unary predicate 

P, for each a E A (so that “P,(x)” is interpreted as “the letter in position x is a”) 

and a relation “E” between first- and second-order variables with the usual interpre- 

tation. McNaughton showed [13, lo] that the star-free languages are exactly those 

that can be described by the first-order sentences in this language. It was shown by 

Thomas that the levels of the dot-depth hierarchy correspond to the degree of 
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alternation of quantifiers required in the first-order sentences used to describe 

star-free languages [29, 141. More precisely, L E V, if and only if L can be described 

by a boolean combination of E.k sentences. It is interesting to note that Thomas 

originally proved his result for the B-hierarchy. This required the adjunction of a 

number of new predicates and constants to the logical language in order to get the 

result to turn out right. When the V-hierarchy is used instead, the result takes on 

the simple form stated here. Thus, from the logical as well as the semigroup-theoretic 

standpoint, the V-hierarchy appears to be the more fundamental of the two. 

(1.6) Connection with circuit complexity. The computational capabilities of 

families of bounded-depth boolean circuits with unbounded fan-in have been studied 

in connection with the complexity of parallel algorithms, sequential complexity 

classes relativized to oracles, and theoretical investigations of programmable logic 

arrays [8, 211. Recent work of Barrington and Therien [l] has demonstrated a 

connection between circuit complexity and semigroup theory. They define “nonuni- 

form deterministic finite automata” (NUDFA) over a finite monoid-a kind of 

nonsequential computation in a finite monoid-and show that 

(a) a set of bit strings LG (0, l}* is recognized by a polynomial-size, constant- 

depth family of boolean circuits if and only if it is recognized by a family of 

polynomial-size NUDFA over an aperiodic monoid; and 

(b) L is recognized by a polynomial-size, depth-k family of boolean circuits, with 

k 2 2 if and only if it is recognized by a family of polynomial-size NUDFA over a 

monoid in V,. In particular, Sipser’s result [21] distinguishing the capabilities of 

depth-k and depth-(k + 1) circuit families provides still another proof that the 

dot-depth hierarchy is strict. 

An outstanding open problem is whether one can effectively determine the 

dot-depth of a given star-free language. By (1.2), this is equivalent to determining 

whether a given finite semigroup belongs to the pseudovariety &. The result cited 

in (1.4) gives a solution to the problem in case k = 1. (If the condition in (1.4) holds, 

then S must be aperiodic, so s” = s”+’ for all s E S, where p = ISI. Thus the condition 

holds with n replaced by ISI, and this can be verified effectively from the multiplica- 

tion table of S.) The cases k > 1 are open. According to (1.4), the problem now 

reduces to determining whether a given finite monoid belongs to V,,. According to 

(1..5), this is closely related to the problem of determining whether a given sentence 

in the first-order theory of linear order is equivalent to a boolean combination of 

E’k sentences. In this paper I conjecture a solution to the problem for the case k = 2. 

It will be shown that the proposed condition is necessary in all cases, and sufficient 

for monoids generated by two elements. The condition itself is formulated in terms 

of a novel use of categories in the study of semigroups, due largely to Tilson [32], 

which will be described in the next section. 

These results first appeared, in a slightly different form, in [24]. The present paper 

contains complete proofs of the theorems announced there, and a detailed discussion 

of the status of the general conjecture. 
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2. Categories as algebraic objects; statement of the main results 

Let C be a category. I denote by Obj( C) the set of objects of C; by Home (a, b) 

(or Hom(a, b) when C is understood) the set of morphisms, or arrows, in C from 

a to b, where a, b E Obj( C); and by Hom( C) the set of all arrows of C. C can be 

viewed as a generalized monoid, where the arrows of C correspond to the elements 

of the monoid, and where the product of two such elements x and y is defined if 

and only if x and y are consecutive; i.e., x E Hom(u, b) and y E Hom( b, c) for some 

a, b, c E Obj(C). From this point of view a monoid is a category having only one 

object. 

We shall only be concerned with finite categories-those C for which Horn(C) 

is finite. For the purposes of this paper, the crucial notion is that of a monoid M 

covering a category C. We say that M covers C, or C divides M, and write C < M, 

if for each arrow x of C there is a nonempty subset M, of M such that 

(i) (multiplicutivity) if x and y are consecutive arrows (so that xy is defined) 

and x’ E M,, y’ E M,, then x’y’ E M,..; 

(ii) (injectivity) if x # y are coterminal arrows (so that x, y E Hom(u, b) for some 

a, b E Obj( C)), then M, n MY = 0; 

(iii) if 1, is the identity at a E Obj(C), then l,+, (the identity of M) is in M,“. 

Intuitively, M covers C if one can multiply two arrows in C by checking the 

endpoints of the arrows and performing a multiplication in M. If C = N is a monoid, 

then N < M if and only if N is a quotient of a submonoid of M-thus this definition 

generalizes the usual notion of division of monoids. There is a more general notion 

of one category dividing another: C < D if there is a function 4 : Obj( C) + Obj( D), 

and for each x E Horn&u, b) a nonempty subset M, of Hom,(@, b+) such that 

(i) and (ii) above hold, and such that if x = l,, then l,, E M,. Division of categories 

is a transitive relation. 

It turns out that the heart of Knast’s paper [9] demonstrating the decidability of 

dot-depth one is the proof of a criterion for determining whether a finite cateogry 

can be covered by a J-trivial monoid: 

Proposition 2.1. Let C be a jinite category. There is a J-trivial monoid M such that 

C < M if and only if there exists n > 0 such that if a, b E Obj( C); x, u E Hom( a, b); 

y, v E Hom( b, a), then 

(xy)“xv( uv)” = (xy)“( uv)“. 

Knast’s proof of this fact is stated in terms of graph congruences, and is quite 

difficult. A simpler proof is in [27]. Observe that if an integer n satisfying the 

condition in the proposition exists, then u”+’ = u” for all arrows u that begin and 

end at the sme vertex. It follows that ur+’ = ur for all such arrows, where r = 

IHom( C)l. Thus the condition holds with n = ]Hom( C)l, and consequently one can 

verify effectively, given the multiplication in the category, whether a given finite 

category can be covered by a finite J-trivial monoid. 
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Let M be a finite monoid, and let E(M) be the set of idempotents of M. If 

e E E(M) then P, denotes the set {m E M ( e = xmy for some y E M}-that is P, is 

the set of elements of M that are above e in the J-order on M. M, denotes the 

submonoid of M generated by P,. I define a category C = C(M) as follows: 

Obj( C) = E(M), and the elements of Homc( e,f) are equivalence classes of triples 

(e, s,f), where e, s E M1 and where two such triples (e, s1 ,f) and (e, s,,f) are 

equivalent if and only if es,f= es& The equivalence class of (e, s,f) is denoted 

[e, s,fl. Multiplication of triples is defined by 

[e, dl[f; 4 sl = [e, sft, 81. 

It is easy to verify that this multiplication is well-defined and associative. Further- 

more, [e, 1, e] is the identity at e. Thus C is indeed a category. Observe that a list 

of the objects and arrows of C(M), and the multiplication table for the arrows, 

can be effectively produced from the multiplication table of M. 

The principal results of this paper are the following theorems. 

Theorem 2.2. If M E V2, then C(M) divides a jinite J-trivial monoid. 

Theorem 2.3. If M is generated by two elements and C(M) divides a jinite J-trivial 

monoid, then M E V,. 

Theorems 2.2 and 2.3, together with Proposition 2.1, give an effective procedure 

for determining whether a language over a two-letter alphabet has dot-depth at most 

two. The proofs of these theorems will be given in Sections 3-5. 

In [24] I conjectured that the two-generated condition in Theorem 2.3 can be 

dropped, thus providing an effective procedure for determining whether any given 

language has dot-depth two or less. I now believe that this cannot be done without 

some modification of the definition of C(M). Section 6 is devoted to conjectured 

extensions of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3. 

3. Proof of Theorem 2.2 

The proof makes use of the generalized Schiitzenberger product of finite monoids. 

This is defined as follows: Let M,, . . . , M, be monoids. Consider the set of upper 

triangular n x n matrices in which the (i, j)-entry is a subset of M, X. . . X kf,. If 

,u=(m ,,..., m.,)EM,x*..xM, and p’=(mi ,..., m;)cMjx...xMk, then I 

define pp”’ = (m,, . . . , mj_, , mjm:, m.:,,, . _ . , m;). This product is extended to subsets 

of M,x.. ’ x Mj and M, x. * . x Mk in the usual fashion; addition is given by set 

union. It is easy to see that the set of all such matrices forms a monoid. The 

generalized Schiitzenberger product 0( M, , . . . , M,,) is the submonoid consisting 
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of those matrices all of whose diagonal entries are one-element sets. If /-L E 

O(MI,..., M,) and ({m,],..., {m,}) is the diagonal of p, then I define p$ = 

(mr,..., m,). Thus $ is a morphism from O(M,, . . . , M,,) onto M, x. . . x M,,. The 

reader is referred to [22] for the important properties of this construction. 

Let V be a pseudovariety of finite monoids. We define OV to be the family of 

all finite monoids that divide some generalized Schiitzenberger product 

O(M,, . . . > M,), where M, E V for i = 1,. . . , n. Since 

O(M,,..., M,)xO(N I,..., N,)sO(M ,,..., Mk,N ,,..., N,), 

0 V is itself a pseudovariety. It has been shown [ 161 that 

V, = OJ = OJ, = ODA, 

where J is the pseudovariety of all finite J-trivial monoids, J, is the pseudovariety 

of idempotent and commutative monoids, and DA is the pseudovariety consisting 

of all finite monoids in which every regular J-class is a rectangular band. 

Let MI, . . , Mk be finite monoids, and let $ : 0( M, , . . . , Mk) + M, x . . * x Mk be 

the projection morphism. 

Lemma 3.1. Let e E M, x * . . x Mk be idempotent. Then e$-’ E B,. 

Proof. Let e=(e ,,..., ek)EM,x*-. x Mk and let u, v, w, x, y, z E er,/-‘, with u, v 

idempotent. According to (1.4), it must be shown that, for some n, 

[(uwux)“uwvzu(yvzu)“3, = [(z4WvX)nU(yvZU)n]~ 

whenever 1~ i, 1 ‘S k. The proof mimics that of [22, Theorem 1.41, where a slightly 

weaker result is proved. One first shows, as in that paper, that if n 2 2k and s E er,!-‘, 

then S” = s*+‘. Now every entry vYs of v with r- < s can be written as a sum of terms 

uri, vi, iz . . . vi,,5 > each of which contains a factor of the form u,, (this is a consequence 

of the idempotence of v). Since v,, = e, = v,,x,,u,,y,,u,,, every term in the expansion of 

[(uwvz)“UwvzU(yvzU)“]~ 

is a sum of terms in the expansion of 

[ ( UWzIZ)nUWvxUyVZU(y?JzU)n],, 

= [(UWVZ)n+‘U(yvZU)n+‘],j = [(uwuz)“u(yvzu)“]~, 

so 

[(UWVZ)“UWVZU(yVZU)“];j C [(UWVZ)“U(~VZU)“]ij~ 

Conversely, u,, can also be written as a sum of terms, each of which contains a 

factor of the form u,,. As u,, = e, = u,,w~,v,,z,,u,,, one obtains 

[(uwvz)“u(yvzu)“)], c [(uwUx)“uwvzu(yvzu)“]i,, 
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so 

[(uwvz)“u(yvzu)“]ij = [(uwvx)“uwvzu(yVZU)n]i,, 

as claimed. 0 

Lemma 3.2. Let M = O(M,, . . , Mk), where M,, . . . , Mk E J,. Then C(M) divides 

a jinite J-trivial monoid. 

Proof. Let 

A, = [c, sl ,fl, A2 = [e, s,,.Kl, 

B, = [.A t,, el, %=[A b, el 

be arrows in C(M). Then 

and 
(A,&)“A,B,(4&)” = [e, (s,ft,e)“s,ftze(sft2e)“, el, 

(A,B,)“(AA)” = [e, (s,ft,e)“(s,ft,e)“, el. 

Let x, = es,J; x2 = es,f; y, = ff,e, and y, = &e. Observe that, in general, if M is a 

monoid and /3 a morphism from M into an idempotent and commutative monoid 

N, then, whenever XE M,, xp is above ep in the semilattice N. In the present 

instance,eEM,andf~M,.Thusif~:O(M,,...,M,)~M,x...xM,istheprojec- 

tion morphism, e+ = f+ = esf+ for any [e, s,fl E Hom( C( M)). Thus e, A x, , x2, 

y,, y2 E (e$)q!-‘, so, by Lemma 3.1, there exists an n such that 

e(s,ft,e)“s,ft2e(s,ftze)” 

Thus, 

= e(x, fy,)“e(x2fy2e)” = e(s, ft,e)“(s,ft,e)“. 

(A,B,)“A,B,(A,B,)” = (A,B,)“(AlBl)“. 

By Proposition 2.1, C(M) is covered by a finite J-trivial monoid. 0 

The proof of Theorem 2.2 can now be completed. If ME V, = J,, then M divides 

a generalized Schiitzenberger product N of idempotent and commutative monoids. 

It is easy to verify that C(M) < C(N), and the result follows from Lemma 3.2 and 

the transitivity of category division. 0 

4. The congruence z and its properties 

Let A be an alphabet with two letters; A = {a, b}. No distinction will be made 

between a congruence on A* and the morphism from A* onto the quotient monoid 

by this congruence. Thus, if cp is a morphism defined on A*, I write wcp = w’cp or 

wcpw’ to mean the same thing. Similarly, if = is a congruence on A*, then w= 

denotes the congruence class of w. 
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Given a surjective morphism cp: A* + M, where M is a finite aperiodic monoid, 

I will construct a congruence = on A* having certain properties relative to the 

morphism cp. These properties will then be used in the next section to prove Theorem 

2.3. 

Every w E A* has a unique factorization w = wk. . . wl, where k 2 0; lwil > 0 for 

each i; each wi consists either entirely of a’s or entirely of b’s; and adjacent factors 

do not contain the same letter. The words w, will be called the blocks of w, and the 

factorization given above will be called the block factorization of w. Let T = 1 MI. 

Since M is aperiodic, m r = m*+’ for all m E M. Two words w,, W*E a* u b* are 

said to be of equivalent threshold T if w, and w2 have the same set of letters, and 

either lw,l= JwZl or 11~~1, lwZl 2 T. I write w, = w2 to denote this. Observe that w, = w2 

implies w,cp = w,cp. 

I define an equivalence relation = on A* as follows: Let V, w E A*, and let 

v=vk...v,, w=w,...w, 

be their block factorizations. Then v = w if and only if k and p are both less than, 

or both greater than or equal to, 2T and vi = w, for i = 1, . . . , min( k, 2T). The 

remainder of this section is devoted to establishing certain properties of the 

equivalence relation =. 

Lemma 4.1. = is a congruence of_finite index on A*. 

Proof. The =-class of a word w E A* is determined by the k-tuple whose ith 

component is the =-class of wi, where k is the number of blocks of w if w has no 

more than 2 T blocks, and where k = 2T + 1 otherwise. Since = has finite index, it 

follows that = has finite index as well. Furthermore, it is easy to verify that if v = w, 

then vu = wa, vb = wb, au = aw, and bv = bw. Thus = is a congruence. 0 

A monoid is said to be L-trivial if each of its L-class has one element; that is, if 

distinct elements generate distinct principal left ideals. The family L of all finite 

L-trivial monoids forms a pseudovariety of finite monoids. Observe that J c L E DA, 

so that OL= V,. 

Lemma 4.2. A*/= E L. 

Proof. One easily verifies that for U, v, w E A*, uvw = w implies VW = w, from which 

the result follows. 0 

Lemma 4.3. Let w E A*, let w = wk. . w, be the block factorization of w, and let k > 2 T. 

Then there is an idempotent e E M such that 

(i) w = uv where v=w,...w, for some j <2T, and (WT.. . wj+l)qe= 

(WT.. . w,+,)cp; 

(ii) M, = M. 
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Proof. Let Zi = W?,Wzt_j for i = 1, . . . , T. If the products z+ (z~z~-,)(P, . . , 

(ZT... z,)cp are all distinct, then all the elements of M appear among them, and 

thus there is an idempotent e = (zT. . . z,)cp among them. Since zT. . . z, contains 

both a and b, M, = M. Thus the result follows with 

u=wk... W2T+,ZT...Zr, v=z,_,...z,, 

and j = 2(r- 1). If the products are not all distinct, then (z~.. . z,)cp = (zT.. . z,)cp 
for some s < r. Since some power e = [(z,-, . . . z,]q]” is idempotent, the result follows 

as above. 0 

Now consider an arbitrary linear ordering on the set of idempotents of M. Let 

w E A* be a word with more than 2T blocks. Choose a factorization w = uv satisfying 

the conditions of the preceding lemma with j as large as possible, and choose e to 

be the least idempotent that satisfies the conditions of the lemma for this particular 

choice of j. Then w = uv will be called the standard factorization of w, and e the 

associated idempotent of w. 

Lemma 4.4. Let w = w’, and suppose w and W’ both have more than 2T blocks. Let 

w = uv, w’= u’v’ be the standard fuctorizutions, and let e and e’ be the associated 

idempotents. Then 

(i) v and v’ have the same number of blocks; 

(ii) vcp = v’cp; 

(iii) e = e’; 
(iv) ~0’ G IJ’U E w Z w’. 

Proof. (i), (ii), and (iii) result from the fact that if x, y E u* u b* are =-equivalent, 

then xcp =ycp. (iv) is then immediate from the definition of the congruence. q 

5. Proof of Theorem 2.3 

Before proceeding to the proof I will establish a characterization, in terms 

of congruences, of the operation that passes from a pseudovariety V to the 

pseudovariety 0 V; and a characterization of categories that divide finite monoids 

belonging to a given pseudovariety V. 

Let B be a finite alphabet, let /3 be a congruence on B”, and let k>O. An 

equivalence relation [/3, k] on B* is defined as follows: If w,, w2 E B; then 

w1 =[/3,k] w2, if, for each factorization, 

w, = vou,v, . . . u,v, 

with r 2 k; vi E B” for i = 0, . . . , r, and ai E B for i = 1, . . . , r; there exists a factoriz- 

ation 

w2 = U()u~U* . . . u,u, 
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such that uipui for i = 0,. . . , r. w,[/3, k]w, if and only if both w1 crP,kl w2 and 

w2 c IP,kI wr . Therien [26] showed that [p, k] is a congruence on B”, and that [/3, k] 

has finite index if p does. Observe that [/3,0] = p and that [p, k+ l] refines [/3, k] 

for k>O. 

Lemma 5.1. Let V be a pseudovariety ofjnite monoids and let M be a finite monoid. 

ME 0 V if and only if; for every morphism cp : B” + M where B is a jinite alphabet, 

there exists a congruence /3 on B” and an integer k 3 0 such that B*//3 E V and [/3, k] 

refines (0. 

Proof. I first note two properties of the generalized Schiitzenberger product: 

(i) If L,, . . . , Lk c By are languages and b,, . . . , b, E B, then 

M(L,b,L,. . . W,) -C O(M(hJ,. . . , M(L)). 

The proof is a slight variation of that of a proposition in [22], in which the letters 

b, are not present. One defines a map 7 : B* + O( M(L,), . . . , M( L,)) by setting 

(~7)~ to be the set of all (j - i+l)-tuples (wirli,. . . , w,r]i), where q: B*+ M(L,) 

is the syntactic morphism, and w = wib,+, wi+, . . . b,w,. (Here the rows and columns 

of the matrices that make up the Schiitzenberger product are indexed by the inte- 

gers 0,. . . , k.) It can then be shown that 71 is a morphism, and that LOb,L, . . . b,Lk = 

Xq-l for some XE O(M(L,), . . . , M(L,)), so M(L,b,L, . . . bkLk) < 

O(M(L,), . . . , M(L)). 
(ii) Let 7 : B* + O(M,, . . . , Mk) be a morphism. Then, for any m E 

O(M0,. . . , Mk), rnv-1 is a boolean combination of sets of the form L,b, L1 . . . bkLk, 

where M( L;) i M, for i = 0, . . . , k and bi E B for i = 1, . _ . , k. This fact is proved in 

1151. 
Now suppose that M satisfies the second condition in the statement of the lemma. 

Let cp : B” + M be a surjective morphism, and let [p, k) be a congruence that refines 

cp, with B*//3 E V. It is easy to see that each [& k]-class is a boolean combination 

of sets of the form Lob,L, . . . bkLk, where each L, is a p-class; and that, for any 

m E M, mcp-’ is a union of [p, k]-classes. Since the syntactic monoid of each p-class 

belongs to V and since M divides the direct product of the syntactic monoids of 

the languages mcp-’ where the product ranges over all m E M (see [22]), it follows 

from fact (i) that ME 0 V. 

Conversely, suppose M E 0 V and let cp : B* + M be a morphism. Then (p factors 

through a morphism $:B*+O(M,,...,M,), where M,Efor i=O,...,k. By fact 

(ii), each m\k-’ is a boolean combination of languages of the form LobILl . . . bkLk, 

where M( Li) < Mi for i = 0, _ . . , k. Let /I be the intersection of the syntactic con- 

gruences of all the Li that arise in this fashion. Then B*/P E V. Furthermore, if 

w,[p, k]w, and w, E L= LOb,Ll.. . bkLk., then w2 E L. Thus [p, k] refines +, so [JI, k] 

refines cp. Cl 

Let w be the universal congruence on I?*; that is, w,ww2 for all w,, w2 E B”. In 

the notation used here, Simon’s theorem on J-trivial monoids states that a finite 
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monoid A4 is J-trivial if and only if for every morphism cp : B” + M there exists a 

k 2 0 such that [w, k] refines cp. By the preceding lemma, this is equivalent to the 

assertion J = 01, where 1 denotes the pseudovariety consisting of the trivial monoid 

alone. 

Let C be a finite category and let G be a set of arrows of C. G generates C if 

every arrow of C is a product of arrows in G. I say that an arrow in C is represented 

by a word in G” if the arrow is obtained by multiplying, in C, the successive letters 

in the word. In addition, I stipulate that any identity arrow of C is represented by 

the empty word of G”. 

Lemma 5.2. Let V be a pseudovariety ofjinite monoids, C a category, and G a set of’ 

arrows rhat generates C. Then the following are equivalent: 

(i) There exists a jinite monoid M such that C < M and M E V. 

(ii) There exists a congruence p on G* such that G”/P E V. Further, if x, y are 

coterminal arrows of C represented by u, v E G* respectively and if upv, then 

x = y. 

Proof. (i)+(ii): For each g E G, let gp be any element of A4 that covers g. This 

defines a morphism p : G” + M, and thus G*//3 E V. If x, y are coterminal arrows 

of C represented respectively by u and v, then, by the definition of category division, 

u/3 covers x and ~$3 covers y; thus if up = up, then x = y. 

(ii)+(i); Let M = G*/P. By assumption, ME V. For each arrow x of C let 

M, = {up 1 u represents x}. If x and y are consecutive arrows represented respectively 

by u and v, then uv represents xy, so u/3* ~$3 = (uv)~ E MXY. If x and y are coterminal 

arrows covered by the same element of M, then they are represented by P-equivalent 

elements of G*, so, by assumption, x = y. Since the empty word represents every 

identity arrow in C, each identity arrow is covered by the identity of M. Thus 

CIM. 0 

If M and N are finite monoids and cp : B* + M, 7) : B” + N are morphisms with 

cp surjective, there results a relational morphism y = cpf’: M + N (see [31]). The 

derived category [32] of 7, denoted D,,, is defined as follows: Obj(D,) = {wq ) w E B”}. 

The arrows of D, are equivalence classes of triples (~7, v, (wv~), where v, w E B”, 

and where two triples (wq vi, ( WV,)~), i = 1,2, are equivalent if and only if, for all 

W’E B” with w’~ = we, one has (w’v,)cp = (w’vz)cp. As before, the equivalence class 

of (~7, v, (wv)~) is denoted [ wq, v, (wv)~]. Consecutive triples (WV, v, , (wv)~) 

and (( wu,)~, u2, (wv,v,)q) are multiplied by setting their product to be 

(wg, v, v2, ( wvl v,) 7). It is easy to see that this product is associative and compatible 

with the equivalence relation, and that [wr], 1, WV] is the identity at wr]. Thus D, 

is a category. Observe that D,, is generated by the set of arrows G = 

{[v, b, (wb)vl/ b E B). 
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Proposition 5.3. Let q, r], y be as above. If D, divides a Jinite J-trivial monoid, then 

rp is rejined by [ 7, k] for some k. 

Proof. By Proposition 5.2 and Simon’s theorem, there exist a k 2 0 such that if two 

coterminal paths in D,, viewed as words in G”, are congruent modulo [w, k], then 

they represent the same arrow. Now let w, W’E B”, and suppose w[ 77, k]w’. Let 

w=b,... b, and w’=b: . . . b.:, where each b, and bl is in B. Consider the paths 
X=c ,_.. c,, Y=c{...ci, where 

and 

c;=[(b, . . . bip,)q, bi, (b, 3.. .y bi)Tl 

c; = [(b: . . . bj_,)q, bj, (bj,. . . , bj)v]. 

X and Y are words in G* that represent the arrows x = [l, w, wn] and y = [ 1, w’, w’n] 

respectively. Since WV = w’n, x and y are coterminal. Let c,, . . . cjp be a subword 

(that is, a subsequence) of X with p G k. Then w has a factorization w = 

wgbi,wl . . . b+w,,, where w,,= b, . . . bi,_l, wobi,wl= b,. . . b,_,, etc. Since W[T, k]w’, 

w’ has a factorization w’= w&bi, . . bipwb, where w,vwj for j = 0, . . . , p. Thus Y 

contains the subword d, . . . d,, where 

d, = [( whbi, . . . wI,-1)77, bi,, (wbbi,. . . w:,m,b,)vl 

=[(w,bi, . . . Wi,-l)Vr buy (wobi, . . . Wi,plbi,)~l=CiI. 

so cj, . . . ci, is a subword of Y. In the same way one shows that every subword of 

Y of length no more than k is a subword of X. Thus x = y, so wcp = w’(p, hence 

[T, k] refines rp, as claimed. •i 

Proposition 5.4. Let A = {a, b}, let cp : B” + M be a surjective morphism with Mjinite 

and suppose C(M) divides a jinite J-trivial monoid. Let y = rp-’ = (where = is as 

deJined in Section 4). Then D, divides a$nite J-trivial monoid. 

Proof. By the “Bonded Component Theorem” of [32] it suffices to verify that each 

strongly-connected subcategory of D, divides a finite J-trivial monoid. 

First, observe that if C(M) divides a finite J-trivial monoid, then each base 

monoid Horn cc,,,,(e, e) = eM,e is a divisor of C(M), hence itself a J-trivial monoid. 

In particular, since very group in M belongs to one of these base monoids, M is 

aperiodic. 

If w, E A* has more than 2T blocks, where T = 1 MI, and wZ has no more than 2 T 

blocks, then w, = and w, = cannot belong to the same strongly connected component 

of D,. Furthermore, suppose w, and w2 have no more than 2T blocks and that their 

=-classes belong to the same strongly connected component. Then w, = w2, and the 

only arrows in the component are of the form [w, =, ar, w, =I, r 3 0 (if the rightmost 

block of w, contains at least Ta’s), or [w, =, b’, w, ~1, t-20 (if the rightmost block 
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of w, contains at least T b’s), or [w, z, 1, w, ~1 (if the rightmost block of w, has 

length less than T). Thus if w E A* contains fewer than 2T blocks, the strongly 

connected component of w = is a one-object category isomorphic to a cyclic 

aperiodic monoid, and any such monoid is J-trivial. 

All the remaining strongly connected components are contained in the subcategory 

D of D,, whose set of objects consists of all w = such that w has more than 2T 

blocks, and whose arrows are all the arrows in D, between these objects. It is then 

sufficient to show that D divides a finite J-trivial monoid. 

Suppose then that w E A* has more than 2T blocks. Let w = uu be the standard 

factorization, and e E M the associated idempotent, as defined in Section 4. By 

Lemma 4.3, M, = M, and by Lemma 4.4, the map $ taking w = to e is a well-defined 

map from Obj(D) to Obj(C( M)). Let t = [ w, g, x, w2 =] be an arrow of D, let 

w, = u,v, , w2 = u2v2 be the standard factorizations, and let e, , e, be the associated 

idempotents. The set M, of arrows of C(M) that cover t is defined to be the set of 

all [e, , m, e,] such that 

(i) m E e, Me,; 

(ii) for any w = w, with standard factorization w = UV, (wx)cp = ucp. rn. v,cp. 

To complete the proof it must be verified that this covering relation satisfies the 

conditions of the definition of category division. 

I first show that M, # @. Let w,x = U’V’ be the standard factorization. By Lemma 

4.4, u’cpe, = u’cp and v,cp = v’qx It follows from the manner in which e, was chosen 

that U, is an initial segment of u’, and thus w,x = u,qv’ for some q E A*. Let 

m=e,.qcp.e,. Now, let w = w, with standard factorization w = UV. By Lemma 4.4, 

u,vr=z4v,, so urv,x = UV,X = uqv’. It follows from Lemma 4.4 and the fact that the 

standard factorization of a word falls on the boundary between blocks, that (uq) . v’ 

is the standard factorization of uv,x, and thus (uq)cp.e,= (uq)cp. Since vcp = v,cp 

(again by Lemma 4.4), it follows that 

(wx)cp=(uux)cp=(uv,x)cp=up~e,~qcp~e ,.v’~=uucp.m.v’cp=ucp.m.v,cp. 

Thus [e, , m, eJ E M,. 

I now show that the covering relation is injective. Let s, = [e,, m,, e,] E M,, , 
s2=[eL, m2, e21E Mz, where t, = [w, z, x,, w2 =I, and suppose s, = s2. Then m, = 

e, ml e2 = e,m2e2 = m2. Thus, with the notations as before, for any w = w, , 

(wx,)cp = up. m, . v,cp = zap. rn,. vzcp = (wxd(p, 

so t, = t2. 
To show that the covering relation is multiplicative, let 

t, = [w, =, x, ) w2 =I, t, = [w2 =, x2, wj =I, 

and let s, = [e,, m,, ei+,l E M,. Then sIs2 = [e,, m1m2, e21, and t,t,= 

[w, =,x,x?, w2 =I. Let w= w,. With the notations as before, (wx,x2)cp = 

ucp. m, . v2cp* x,cp. It is then possible to choose, as in the proof that M, is nonempty, 
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a word q so that (uq)cpe,=(uq)cp,m,=e,.cp.e,, and uqvz=wx,. Thus, 

which shows s,sZ E M,,,*. 

Finally, for any w= E Obj(D), the identity at w = is [w =:, 1, w =_I, which is 

covered by t = [e, e, e] where e is the associated idempotent of w. Thus f is the 

identity at e E Obj( C(M)), completing the proof that D < C(M). 0 

To conclude the proof of Theorem 2.3, let cp : A* + M be a surjective morphism 

and suppose C(M) divides a finite J-trivial monoid N. As noted in the proof of 

Proposition 5.4, M is aperiodic. By Propositions 5.3 and 5.4, [=, k] refines cp for 

some k, so by Lemmas 4.2 and 5.1, M = A*/cp E OL= V,. q 

6. Prospects for a general solution 

Let V be a pseudovariety of finite monoids, let C, be the collecton of all finite 

monoids M such that C(M) divides a member of V, and let M2 be the collection 

of all finite monoids generated by two elements. Proposition 5.4 shows that if 

M E C., n M2, then there is a relational morphism y from M into a finite L-trivial 

monoid such that D, divides a finite J-trivial monoid. It follows from results in 

[32], connecting the derived category and the wreath product, that M belongs to 

the product variety J* L. Thus, 

C,nM,sJ* L. 

Proposition 5.3 shows, in essence, that 

J*VsOV 

for any pseudovariety V, and Theorem 2.2 states that 0 J c C,. Thus 

C,,nM,=(J*L)nM,=V,nM,. 

Of course, one would like to show that C, c J * L holds in general, thus providing 

a solution to the decision problem for dot-depth two and a decomposition of V, as 

a product variety. Unfortunately, there are serious obstacles to a generalization in 

precisely this form. The definitions of C(M) and the derived category are asym- 

metrical, which is a bit unsettling in light of the fact that V, is closed under reversal. 

In order to use the derived category effectively in the arguments in Section 5, it was 

necessary to show that if two words were =-equivalent, then the right-hand factors 

in their standard factorizations had the same image in M; and this in turn depended 

enormously on the fact that the alphabet A had only two letters. I now believe that 

C, G J* L is false in general. 

A possible solution to the dilemma is the use of a symmetrical generalization of 

the derived category and the product of pseudovarieties. Rhodes and Tilson [18] 
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have studied the “block product”, or two-sided semidirect product VU W of two 

pseudovarieties of finite monoids. In this connection they associate with every 

relational morphism y: M+ N a cateogry K,, called the kernel of y, with the 

following property: A monoid M belongs to the block product VU W if and only 

if there is a relational morphism y : M + NE W such that K, divides a member of 

V. In general, K, < D,, so the block product of two pseudovarieties contains their 

product (see [18] for the precise definitions). In order to prove that a monoid M 

belongs to 0 V, it is sufficient to show that M belongs to the block product JO LIP’ V. 

Here LIP’ V denotes the pseudovariety consisting of all finite monoids M for which 

there exists a relational morphism n : M + TE V such that, for each idempotent 

eEM, ev -’ is a nilpotent extension of a rectangular band. It follows from a result 

of Pin, Straubing and Therien [ 171 characterizing the languages in LIP’ V, and an 

argument much like that of Proposition 5.3, that JO LIP’ VG 0 V In particular, it 

is known that LL’J, = DA, a pseudovariety that was defined in Section 3. 

This suggests that one ought to define a more symmetrical category C’(M) having 

the following property: There is a monoid NE DA and a relational morphism 

y : M + N such that if C’(M) divides a finite J-trivial monoid, then K, divides a 

finite J-trivial monoid. This property is entirely analogous to Proposition 5.4, with 

DA replacing L, and the kernel replacing the derived category. A good candidate 

for C’(M) is the category formed by taking the direct product of C(M) with its 

dual C(M), where the objects of C(M) are the idempotents of M, and the arrows 

are equivalence classes of triples (e, s,f), where .s,f~ P,. We conjecture that C’(M), 

or something very much like it, has the property just mentioned. It would then 

follow that ME V, if and only if C’(M) divides a finite J-trivial monoid, and as 

long as C’(M) is effectively constructible (as in the candidate discussed here), this 

yields an effective procedure for determining whether a given monoid M belongs 

to v,. 

There is some hope of extending this sort of reasoning to treat higher levels of 

the hierarchy. Indeed, one can write down a list of “axioms”, which, if satisfied, 

yield a solution to the general problem. This is done in the proposition below. Of 

the four axioms listed, (i)-(iii) appear to be quite general, so the principal difficulty 

is likely to be in finding a category C’(M) and a congruence = that satisfy (iv) below. 

Proposition 6.1. Suppose that for each j%te monoid M there is a category C’(M) 

having the following properties. 

(i) C’(M) is effectively constructible from the multiplication table of M. 

(ii) Zf V and W are pseudovarieties such that M E V implies C’(M) divides a 

member of W, then M E 0 V implies C’(M) divides a member of 0 W. 

(iii) C’(M) divides the trivial monoid ifand only if M E U, where U is apseudovariety 

between J, and DA. 

(iv) Zf A is a finite alphabet, and cp : A* + M a morphism with M aperiodic, then 

there is a congruence = on A” such that A”/cp E DA and every bonded 

component of K,-1, divides C’(M). 
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Then for all k> 2, V, = JO LI-‘Vk_, and ME V, zf and only if C’(M) divides a 

member of V,_, . In particular, it is decidable whether a given jinite monoid belongs 

to v,. 

Sketch of proof. It follows from (ii) and (iii) that M E V, = 0 U implies that C’(M) 

divides a member of J = V, and from (iv) that if C’(M) divides a member of J, 

then M E JO DA c ODA = V,. This gives the characterization in the case k = 2. 

Now suppose that the conclusion holds for some V,_, where k > 2. If M E V, = 

0 V,-, , then, by (ii) and the inductive hypothesis, C’(M) divides a member of 

OF’,-,= V,-,. Conversely if C’(M) divides a member of V,_, , then 

= (JO LIP’Vk_2)0 DA 

E JO LZ-‘( V-,-,0 DA) 

G JO LI-’ V,_, 

G 0 v,_, = v,. 

The first line above follows from property (iv), the second from the inductive 

hypothesis, the third from a partial associativity result concerning the block product 

proved in [ 181. The fourth line, in which LI-’ is taken outside the parentheses, can 

be proved by a simple computation using known properties of the block product. 

The fifth line follows by noting that the inductive argument has also proved 

V-,-,0 DA = V,. 

The final line is the result of observations made earlier in this section. 

Decidability in the case k = 2 follows from Proposition 2.1. To prove the decidabil- 

ity in higher cases it suffices to have an effective criterion for determining whether 

a finite category divides a member of V, when k> 1. But if k> 1, V, contains the 

six-element aperiodic monoid consisting of the identity, a zero, and a 2 x 2 regular 

J-class with exactly two idempotents. In this instance one can show (see [32]) that 

a category C divides a member of V, if and only if a certain monoid, effectively 

constructible from C, is in V,. The decidability of V, then follows by induction. 0 

7. Historical note 

The connection between finite categories and monoids is implicit in the work of 

McNaughton [12] and Brzozowski and Simon [4] on locally testable sets. “Graph 

congruences ” were used by Eilenberg [6, Chapter VIII], and later by Knast [9] in 

the study of some problems concerning recognizable languages. The finite categories 

studied here are in fact quotients of a free category by these graph congruences. 

The beginnings of a general theory of graph congruences were developed by Therien 
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and Weiss [28], and some of their results were incorporated into the fundamental 

work of Tilson [32], in which it is explicitly recognized that the structures involved 

are indeed categories. The definitions of category division and the derived category 

of a relational morphism come from Tilson’s paper. 

Constructions related to the category C(M), as well as the notations P, and M,, 

appear in a paper of Brzozowski and Fich [7], who study monoids M that satisfy 

conditions of the form eM,e E V for various pseudovarieties V. The monoids eM,e 

are, of course, the base monoids of the category C(M). These authors, in a result 

quite similar to Theorem 2.3, show eM,e E J, for all e E E(M) if and only if 

M E J, * L, provided M is generated by two elements. In fact, a category divides a 

member of J, if and only if its base monoids are in J, , so this theorem is the precise 

analogue of Theorem 2.3 with J replaced by J, . 

The proof of Proposition 5.4 is an adaptation of the proof of the “Delay Theorem” 

of [32], which also appears, stated in different language, in [23]. Again, the ultimate 

source for arguments of this kind is the work on locally testable languages in [4, 121. 
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